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Albert Einstein (1879 – 1955) was one 
of the most recognizable mathematicians 
and philosophers of all time. He was a 
German-born theoretical physicist, most 
famous for deducing the theory of relativity 
and for his many aphorisms. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert_Einstein  
 

Eric Cassell Born (1928), raised and 
educated in New York City; practised in 
internal medicine until 1998.  
“I have loved medicine, sick people, 
doctors, and almost all else about medicine 
for a very long time….In 1971, a generous 
fate placed me on The Task Force on 
Dying at the Hastings Center. That literally 
changed my life, broadened my horizons, 
pushed me to become literate, and gave 
substance to a genetic predisposition to 
philosophy.” 
 

Rupert Chawner Brooke  August 
1887 – 23 April 1915 was an English 
poet known for his idealistic war 
sonnets written during the First World 
War, especially "The Soldier". He 
was also known for his boyish good 
looks, which were said to have 
prompted the Irish poet W. B. Yeats 
to describe him as "the handsomest 
young man in England".  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rupert_
Brooke  



                   

     
 
 

                
           

 

        
 

 

     
 
 
 
 

Ben Okri OBE FRSL (Born 1959) is a 
Nigerian poet and novelist. Okri is 
considered one of the foremost African 
authors in the post-modern and post-
colonial traditions.  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ben_Okri  
 

Hippocrates was a Greek 
physician of the Age of Pericles. He 
lived from about 460 to 370 BC.  He 
often referred to as the ‘Father of 
Western Medicine’. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hippo
crates  

Sir Peter Medawer – (1915-1987) 
Nobel Prize winner in Medicine and 
Fellow of the Royal Society, he was a 
British biologist who made discoveries 
fundamental to the practice of tissue and 
organ transplants. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Meda
war  
               

Ferdinand Hodler (1853 – 1918) 
was one of the best-known Swiss 
painters of the nineteenth century. The 
image shown in the article is one of a 
series of sketches of his beloved 
Valentine Godé-Darel during her last 
illness. 
https://www.google.co.uk/?gws_rd=ssl
#q=ferdinand+hodler  


